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Unit 1

1 a) 1. communicate; 2. data; 3. scientific; 4. technical; 5. international; 6. volcano; 7. iPod; 8. pizza; 9. hamberger; 10. coffee
   b) (Student's own answers.)

2 (Answers will vary according to students' native language.)

Unit 2

1 Across: 6. relativity; 7. cosmos; 8. anecdote.
   Down: 1. century; 2. by heart; 3. genius; 4. universe; 5. velocity.
   a) (Answers will vary according to students' native language.)
   b) (Student's own answers.)

3 1. bossy; 2. confident; 3. lazy; 4. moody; 5. selfish; 6. sensitive; 7. shy; 8. stubborn

Unit 3

1 1. out; 2. in; 3.Tips; 4. discount store; 5. suits you; 6. cheap

2

3 1. jacket; 2. brand new; 3. casual; 4. dressy; 5. second-hand; 6. shoes; 7. small; 8. shirt

(Answers will vary according to students' native language.)

(Student's own drawings.)

(Student's own answers.)
Unit 3 | LEVEL 3
---
a) a. shoe; b. sock; c. leggings; d. top; e. pants; f. laces; g. cardigan; h. scarf; i. skirt; j. belt
b) 1. a; 2. c; 3. g; 4. j; 5. b; 6. f; 7. d; 8. h; 9. d; 10. i

Across: 2. flowery; 4. odd; 5. matching; 7. wool.
Down: 1. hooded; 3. cotton; 6. heel; 8. leather.

Unit 4 | LEVEL 1
---
1. Soccer; 2. goalkeeper; 3. referee / whistle; 4. players; 5. goal
2. e; 2. g; 3. c; 4. b; 5. d; 6. h; 7. a; 8. f
3. 1. won; 2. beat; 3. lost; 4. won; 5. drew; 6. beat; 7. drew; 8. lost
4. 1. throw

Unit 4 | LEVEL 2
---
1. defender; 2. goalkeeper; 3. striker; 4. referee; 5. team
2. beat; 2. cheered; 3. threw; 4. support; 5. kicked; 6. wins; 7. lost; 8. drew
3. 1. referee; 2. lost; 3. kicked; 4. players; 5. headed; 6. scored; 7. nothing; 8. beat; 9. winning

Unit 5 | LEVEL 3
---
nouns (-ive) act, effect, extend, select;
adjectives (-ive) active, effective, extensive, selective;
nouns (-ic) hero, poet, romance;
adjectives (-ic) heroic, poetic, romantic;
nouns (-al) finance, accident, experiment, environment;
adjectives (-al) financial, accidental, experimental, environmental;
nouns (able/ible) accept, notice, resist, pleasure;
adjectives (able/ible) acceptable, noticeable, resistible, pleasurable;
nouns (-y) hair, rain, thirst, cloud;
adjectives (-y) hairy, rainy, thirsty, cloudy;
nouns (-ous) mystery, danger;
adjectives (-ous) mysterious, dangerous;
nouns (ese) Japanese, China, Vietnam;
adjectives (ese) Japanese, Chinese, Vietnamese

Across: 1. mysterious; 2. Chinese; 3. thirsty; 4. active; 5. Environmental; 6. romantic
3. (Student’s own answers.)

Unit 6 | LEVEL 1
---
1. (Answers will vary according to students’ native language.)
2. 1. false; 2. false; 3. true; 4. true; 5. true; 6. false
3. 1. do; 2. make; 3. do; 4. do; 5. make; 6. do / make; 7. make; 8. do; 9. make; 10. do; 11. do; 12. make

Unit 6 | LEVEL 2
---
1. (Answers will vary according to students’ native language.)
2. 1. make; 2. do; 3. make; 4. do; 5. make; 6. make; 7. do; 8. do; 9. make; 10. do; 11. do; 12. make
3. (Student’s own answers.)

Unit 6 | LEVEL 3
---
Across: 1. racism; 5. bully; 10. poverty; 11. disease; 12. education; 13. civil war; 15. justice.

Across: 1. i; 2. d; 3. c; 4. e; 5. j; 6. m; 7. g; 8. k; 9. a; 10. b; 11. h; 12. f; 13. l

Unit 7 | LEVEL 1
---
a) 1. astrology; 2. crystal ball; 3. fortune cookies; 4. palm reading; 5. tea leaves
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Unit 8

1. a) Earth; Jupiter; Mars; Mercury; Neptune; Saturn; Uranus; Venus
   b) two hundred and seventy billion
   a) sixty four million
   b) thirteen trillion
   c) ten to the power of a thousand
   d) fifty nine thousand
   e) twelve to the power of a hundred
   f) eighteen million

2. b) 1. a; 2. c; 3. a; 4. c; 5. a; 6. b; 7. c; 8. a; 9. a; 10. (1. b / 2. c / 3. a)

(1. b / 2. c / 3. a)